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Discrete-Time Complex Bandpass Filters for
Three-Phase Converter Systems

Emerson Guest, and Nenad Mijatovic, IEEE Senior Member

Abstract—A first-order complex bandpass filter (CBF)
derived in the discrete frequency domain is proposed as
a building block for the complex signal processing unit
in three-phase converter systems. The first-order discrete
CBF can be directly implemented in a digital system, is
stable at all center frequencies and has a low computa-
tional burden. The first-order CBF is extended to a pth-
order discrete CBF. A normalized frequency-locked loop
(FLL) is then developed that allows the frequency adaption
to satisfy a desired settling time regardless of the input
signal magnitude or discrete CBF form. The pth-order dis-
crete CBF-FLL was tested on an FPGA in the form of two
industrial applications: voltage synchronization under grid
fault and extraction of an unknown frequency component.
The second-order discrete CBF-FLL offered significantly
improved stopband attenuation and frequency estimation
relative to the first-order discrete CBF-FLL, for a small
increase in computational burden.

Index Terms—Frequency estimation, bandpass filters,
digital filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the recent trends in grid-connected three-phase
converter systems has been to embed signal processing

in the stationary-frame using bandpass filters and frequency-
adaptive loops [1]-[3]. This approach is motivated by the
improved converter performance during phase jump and un-
balanced faults compared to systems based on synchronous-
frame phase-locked loops (SRF-PLLs) [4]. The most prolific
stationary-frame filter schemes found in the literature are
based on real-coefficient (hereafter simply referred to as real),
continuous, second-order filters. Examples include the second-
order generalized integrator (SOGI) [1],[2], the adaptive notch
filters (ANF) [5],[6] and the extended PLL (EPLL) [7],[8].

Stationary-frame complex filters have also emerged as a
promising alternative to real filters in three-phase converter
systems. Complex filters have cross-coupling between the in-
phase and quadrature signal paths, resulting in asymmetrical
frequency responses around the zero frequency [9]. When
expressed in complex single-input single-output (SISO) form,
complex filters necessarily have complex coefficients [10].
Voltage synchronization schemes have been proposed based
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on the first-order continuous complex bandpass filter (CBF)
[11],[12]. CBFs allow a specific frequency and phase sequence
to be targeted, avoiding an explicit sequence domain extractor
otherwise required in SOGI, ANF and EPLL-based schemes.
Furthermore, a first-order CBF requires half the number of
real states compared to a real bandpass filter such as the two-
channel SOGI [13]. Complex filters have also been used to
provide closed-loop complex bandpass response for regulating
complex current signals [14] and in impedance-based active
filtering in the form of a sliding discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) [15],[16].

Implementing a continuous filter in a digital signal pro-
cessor, such as in [1]-[8],[11],[12],[17], inevitably requires
high-order approximations of the continuous integrators. Low-
order approximations have exhibited poor performance in
resonant filters when applied to harmonic filtering [18]. Jorge
et. al. [13], however, showed that a filter designed in the
discrete frequency domain offered the same performance as
the continuous filters in [2],[11] but with reduced computation
time. In fact, the discrete filter proposed in [13] will be shown
to be just one route for obtaining a discrete CBF, in that case
from a complex allpass filter. An alternate complex allpass
filter has been used to construct a discrete complex ANF [19].

A limitation of the existing SOGI- and first-order CBF-
based voltage synchronization schemes is that they rely on
a harmonic decoupling network [2],[11],[12],[13] (and hence
deterministic knowledge of the distortion) to achieve good
magnitude, phase and frequency estimations under distorted
and unbalanced conditions. In reality an effective decoupling
may not be possible due to the presence of transient, non-
characteristic harmonic and interharmonic components gener-
ated by a variety of nonlinear sources and loads in the modern
power system [20]. Furthermore, applications requiring cas-
caded filter to detect unknown frequency components [21] are
incompatible with a decoupling network. The best approach
is to design filter schemes that guarantee correct operation
under generic grid voltage or current conditions, with special
consideration to abnormal conditions (such as during grid
faults) [22]. Consequently, higher-order continuous filters have
been proposed as pre-filters to grid-synchronization schemes
[17],[23]. These filters achieve greater stopband attenuation
than their low-order counterparts for a given response time.

In this paper a pth-order discrete CBF is proposed, unifying
the specificity of the CBF in sequence component extraction
with the improved stopband attenuation offered by higher-
order filters, whilst at the same time keeping the computational
burden low. In Section II the continuous and discrete CBFs
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are reconciled through an analysis of their zero and pole
placements, highlighting which discrete forms are preferable.
A normalized frequency-locked loop (CBF-FLL) is developed
for the pth-order discrete CBF in Section III, as required for
frequency-adaptive complex signal processing in three-phase
converter systems under generic grid voltage conditions. Nor-
malization renders the frequency adaption rate approximately
invariant to the input signal magnitude and discrete CBF form.
The expected dynamics of the normalized FLL are analyzed
using a tractable cross-spectral method [19]. Section IV covers
an FPGA implementation of the CBF-FLL algorithms in the
form of two industrial applications: voltage synchronization
during a grid fault and separation of power system signals
of unknown frequency. The second-order CBF-FLL will be
shown to offer significantly improved stopband attenuation and
frequency estimation relative to the first-order CBF-FLL, for
a small increase in computational burden.

II. STATIONARY-FRAME COMPLEX BANDPASS FILTERS

A. Rationale for Using a Complex Bandpass Filter

The SOGI with its extensively researched bandpass and FLL
properties [1]-[3],[17],[23] is used as the starting point for
the present investigation. The second-order real bandpass filter
constructed by the SOGI is

QSOGI(s) =
kω′hs

s2 + kω′hs+ ω′2h
, (1)

where k is a damping factor and ω′h is the natural frequency. In
three-phase applications the main signal processing objective
is extracting a sequence component of frequency ωh. This
can be achieved through coupling of the direct and quadrature
signals [1] (Fig. 10) to obtain the positive sequence filter

QSOGI(s) =
kω′h

2

s+ jω′h
s2 + kω′hs+ ω′2h

, (2)

or the negative sequence filter

Q∗SOGI(s
∗) =

kω′h
2

s− jω′h
s2 + kω′hs+ ω′2h

. (3)

Transfer functions (2) and (3) have complex coefficients and
are thus complex filters1 which for ω′h > 0 provide a damped
bandpass response for a positive and negative frequency com-
plex signal respectively. A more direct approach to complex
bandpass filtering, however, is through the first-order CBF

Q(s) =
v(s)

u(s)
=

ωb
s− jω′h + ωb

, (4)

where ωb and ω′h determine the bandwidth and center fre-
quency of the CBF respectively. A block diagram correspond-
ing to (4) is shown in Fig. 1. The CBF has a settling time
defined by τb = 5/ωb. Conversely, QSOGI(s) has a settling
time τb,SOGI ≈ 10/(kω′h) [2]. This highlights a subtle but
important advantage of Q(s) over QSOGI(s); ω′h can assume
any real number for Q(s) but is constrained to be positive

1In complex filtering the notions of gain and phase shift refer to the
steady-state relationship between input and output complex exponen-
tials. For an introduction to complex filtering see [9].

u(t) ωb
1
s

v(t)

jω′h

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the continuous CBF Q(s).
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Fig. 2: Frequency response for QSOGI(s) ( ), QSOGI(s)
( ) and Q(s) ( ) when ω′h = ω1, k =

√
2 and ωb =

k|ω′h|/2.

for QSOGI(s). Moreover, comparing (4) with (2) shows that
the CBF requires half the number of states compared to the
SOGI-based complex filter [13]. A comparison of QSOGI(s),
QSOGI(s) and Q(s) is shown in Fig. 2 when ω′h = ω1,
ωb = k|ω′h|/2 and k =

√
2 (to achieve a critically damped

response [1]). By inspection Q(s) has the same asymptotic
properties as QSOGI(s) as ω → ∞ but has a symmetrical
magnitude response around ω = ω1.

B. Design of a Discrete Complex Bandpass Filter

A variety of techniques exist for obtaining discrete filters
[24],[25]. The continuous second-order bandpass filters re-
ported in [1]-[3],[5]-[8] invariably require an approximation
of the continuous integrators for the digital implementation.
The discrete implementation of the continuous CBF reported
in [11],[12] and the complex pre-filters in [17] encouraged
using a 3rd-order approximation of the continuous integrator

1

s
≈ Ts

12

23z−1 − 16z−2 + 5z−3

1− z−1
, (5)

where Ts is the sampling time of the digital system. Let the
discrete filters obtained by applying (5) to (2) and (4) be
denoted QSOGI,3rd(z) and Q3rd(z) respectively. The number of
real-valued operations and memory elements for QSOGI,3rd(z)
and Q3rd(z) are compared in Table I (recall that one com-
plex multiplication requires four real multiplications and two
real additions). Not surprisingly, Q3rd(z) requires significantly
fewer operations and memory elements than QSOGI,3rd(z),
which supports the CBF-based approach for filtering in three-
phase systems [12].
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Complex Filter Additions Multiplications Memory
QSOGI,3rd(z) (Fig. 10 in [1]) 18 24 12
Q3rd(z) 10 14 6
Q(z) 4 8 2

TABLE I: Real-valued numerical operations and memory
requirements for QSOGI,3rd(z), Q3rd(z) and Q(z).

A more serious issue when approximating integrators, how-
ever, is that the resultant bandpass filters are only stable
when the center frequency is much smaller than the sampling
frequency i.e. ω′h � ωs. Consider a practical high-power
converter with sampling frequency fs = 5kHz. Let ω′h =
0.1ωs (i.e. f ′h = 500Hz.) and τb = 20ms. The frequency
responses for Q(s) and Q3rd(z) are shown in Fig. 3. Whilst
Q3rd(z) is stable, it poorly replicates the continuous filter at ω′h
and exhibits anomalous peaks. Furthermore, Q3rd(z) becomes
unstable when ω′h ≥ 0.12ωs.

Completing the CBF design in the discrete frequency do-
main avoids the aforementioned stability issues and allows
further reduction of the computational burden. The bandwidth
and center frequency of the continuous CBF are mapped to
the discrete frequency domain by placing a discrete pole at

zpole = espoleTs = e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts , (6)

where spole = −ωb+jω′h is the continuous pole. A first-order
discrete CBF Q(z) is then obtained by placing a zero at the
origin giving

Q(z) =
(1− e−ωbTs)z

z − e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts

, (7)

with the magnitude normalized such that Q(ejω
′
hTs) = 1.

Q(z) is actually an impulse invariant [24] realization of Q(s)
and has been used in biomedical applications [26]. Q(z)
is stable at all center frequencies and closely replicates the
frequency response of the continuous filter as shown in Fig.
3. A direct-form I implementation of Q(z) is shown in Fig.
4a. The number of real-valued operations and storage elements
for Q(z), noted in Table I, are further reduced compared to
Q3rd(z).

It is insightful to compare Q(z) with other first-order
discrete CBF forms. Consider a discrete CBF Qx(z) having
the same pole as Q(z) but with no (finite) zero such that

Qx(z) =
(1− e−ωbTs)ejω

′
hTs

z − e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts

. (8)

The discrete filter shown in Fig. 1a of [13] is the same as (8)
when written in complex SISO form. In fact, (8) is obtained
through a forward integration of the baseband allpass filter

A(s) =
s− ωb
s+ ωb

, (9)

followed by a frequency shift z−1 → ejω
′
hTsz−1, giving the

discrete complex allpass filter Ax(z). Qx(z) is then obtained
as Qx(z) = (1 − Ax(z))/2. Forward integration is known
to give discrete filters with poorer stability properties (and
potential instability) compared to those obtained by other
methods [27]. Consider the phase responses of Q(z) and
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Fig. 3: Frequency response for Q(s) ( ), Q3rd(z) ( ),
Q(z) ( ), Qx(z) ( ) and Qy(z) ( ) when Ts = 200µs,
ω′h = 0.1ωs and τb = 20ms.

Qx(z) in Fig. 3. Note that the phase of Qx(ejωTs) exceeds
±90◦ in the stopband region whereas the phase of Q(jω) and
Q(ejωTs) does not. Qx(z) is stable, yet the larger phase shift
can degrade performance when the filter is used in a closed-
loop system. A direct-form II implementation of Qx(z) is
given in Fig. 4b. Note that the output always receives delayed
information from the input.

A third discrete CBF Qy(z) is considered by placing the
zero at zzero = − exp(−(ωb−jω′h)Ts) to give the normalized
filter

Qy(z) = tanh(ωbTs/2) · z + e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts

z − e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts

. (10)

Qy(z) is actually a corrected impulse invariant [28] realization
of Q(s) and has a digital implementation as a direct-form II
filter as shown in Fig. 4c. The magnitude response of Qy(z),
shown in Fig. 3, has slightly better stopband attenuation than
Q(z) and Qx(z) yet the phase response remains within ±90◦.

Out of the discrete forms that have been derived Q(z) is of
most interest because:

1) Q(z) is stable at all center frequencies when ωb > 0.
2) Q(z) has an improved phase response over Qx(z).
3) For most purposes the poorer stopband attenuation of

Q(z) compared to Qy(z) is of negligible concern.
4) The delayed output, exp(jω′hTs)v(n − 1), is inherently

available in Q(z), facilitating causal decoupling networks
without requiring extra calculations or storage.

Accordingly, Q(z) is the recommended first-order discrete
CBF form and is exclusively used in the rest of this paper
(unless otherwise stated). Note that the analytic functions
exp(−ωbTs), exp(jω′hTs) and tanh(ωbTs/2) can be approxi-
mated by truncated Maclaurin series to reduce computational
burden. Particular care should be taken to ensure the correct
pole placement. This type of analysis proceeds along the same
lines as proposed in [29] for the cosine function.
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u(n)

(1− e−ωbTs)

v(n)

e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts

z−1

(a) Q(z) implemented as a direct-form I filter.

u(n)

(1− e−ωbTs)

v(n)

ejω
′
hTs e−ωbTs

z−1

(b) Qx(z) implemented as a direct-form II filter.

u(n)

tanh(ωbTs/2)

v(n)

e−(ωb−jω′
h)Ts

z−1

(c) Qy(z) implemented as a direct-form II filter.

Fig. 4: Digital implementations of Q(z), Qx(z) and Qy(z)
with one complex delay element.

C. Higher-Order Complex Bandpass Filters

Higher-order filters can be obtained by cascading lower-
order filters and offer reduced settling times and/or high
stopband attenuation [30]. In most cases going from a first-
order filter to a second-order filter brings a large improvement
in stopband attenuation with increasingly higher-order filters
offering diminishing returns [17]. Therefore, a second-order
discrete CBF is of interest.

A pre-filtered positive sequence filter was proposed in Fig.
16 of [23], giving the transfer function

QSOGI2(s) = QSOGI(s)QSOGI(s), (11)

where QSOGI(s) and QSOGI(s) are (1) and (2) respectively.
Interestingly, using QSOGI(s) as the pre-filter in QSOGI2(s)
creates a notch in the frequency response at the zero frequency,
which can be advantageous for attenuating very low frequency
signals. Alternatively, a pth-order positive sequence filter can
be obtained by simply cascading QSOGI(s) p times as

Qp
SOGI(s) =

(
kpω

′
h

2

s+ jω′h
s2 + kpω′hs+ ω′2h

)p
. (12)

Similarly, a pth-order CBF is obtained by cascading the first-
order CBF Q(s) p times, giving repeated poles at s = −ωbp+
jω′h to enhance stopband attenuation:

Qp(s) =
ωpbp

(s+ ωbp − jω′h)p
(13)
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Fig. 5: Magnitude responses of QSOGI(s) ( ), Q(s) ( ),
Q2
SOGI(s) ( ), Q2(s) ( ) and QSOGI2(s) ( ) when

τb = τb,SOGI = 50ms and ω′h = ω1.

The bandwidth of Qp(s), ωbp, is normalized to Q(s) by setting

ωbp =
√

2
p−1

ωb. (14)

Similarly, the damping coefficient used in Qp
SOGI(s) is nor-

malized as kp =
√

2
p−1

k. Subject to these normalizations
and when p ≤ 3 the settling times of Qp(s) and Qp

SOGI(s)

will be approximately τb =
√

2
p−1

5/ωbp and τb,SOGI =√
2
p−1

10/(kpω
′
h) respectively. A comparison of QSOGI(s),

Q(s), Q2
SOGI(s), Q2(s) and QSOGI2(s) is given in Fig. 5

when τb = τb,SOGI = 50ms and ω′h = ω1. The magnitude
response of QSOGI2(s) around −ω1 has poorer attenuation
than Q2

SOGI(s) justifying (13) instead of (12) as a positive
sequence extractor based on cascaded SOGIs. The magnitude
response of Q2(s) closely matches that of Q2

SOGI(s), indi-
cating that a second-order CBF essentially provides the same
stopband attenuation as cross-coupled fourth-order real filters.

Similar to the continuous case, a pth-order discrete CBF is
obtained by cascading Q(z) p times to give

Qp(z) =
(1− e−ωbpTs)p

(1− e−(ωbp−jω′
h)Tsz−1)p

. (15)

The pth-order discrete CBF is stable as the repeated poles
reside inside the unit circle. Fig. 6 shows Q(z) and Q2(z)
compared to the corresponding continuous CBFs when Ts =
200µs, ω′h = 0.1ωs and τb = 20ms. The larger phase-shift
of Q2(ejωTs) is a result of the repeated pole and should be
considered when used in closed-loop control.

III. FREQUENCY ADAPTION FOR COMPLEX SIGNALS

Frequency-adaption through an FLL allows the center fre-
quency of the CBF to be updated with an estimation of
the largest frequency component in the input signal [30].
Frequency adaption is a highly nonlinear process [13], with
analysis methods based on continuous state variables [2] and
dq variable transformation [13]. Alternatively, Regalia [19]
analyses the cross-spectrum of the adaption mechanism to find
the expected (average) evolution of the frequency estimation
of a discrete complex ANF. This method is tractable as the
influence of noise and the bandpass filter structure on the
FLL performance becomes apparent and complicated filter
structures can be readily analyzed. Regalia’s approach is used
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Fig. 6: Frequency response for Q(s) ( ), Q(z) ( ), Q2(s)
( ) and Q2(z) ( ) when Ts = 200µs, ω′h = 0.1ωs and
τb = 20ms.

in this paper to develop a normalized FLL for the pth-order
discrete CBF.

Normalization of the FLL has the advantage that the
frequency-adaption becomes approximately independent of
the magnitude of the input signal [2],[13]. Furthermore, this
section will show how the tuning of the FLL can be made
approximately independent of the discrete CBF form. This
allows the stability of the FLL to be approximately defined
by the range of the tuning parameter 0 < γTs < 1.

A. Discrete-Time Frequency-Adaption
A block diagram of the normalized FLL is shown in Fig.

7a and is described by the difference equation

ω′h(n+ 1) = ω′h(n)− γK (vβ(n)wα(n)− vα(n)wβ(n))

vα(n)2 + vβ(n)2

= ω′h(n)− γK · Im
{v(n)w∗(n)

|v(n)|2
}
,

(16)
where n is the sample number, γ controls the adaption rate and
K is a normalizing constant that will be determined shortly.
As shown in Fig. 7b, v(n) = vα(n) + jvβ(n) is the output of
the pth-order discrete CBF and w(n) = wα(n)+jwβ(n) is the
output of the (p− 1)th cascaded first-order section (ωbp is the
cut-off frequency for all sections). This configuration gives the
pth-order CBF-FLL an improved frequency estimation over
the first-order CBF-FLL as both input v(n) and w(n) are
bandpass filtered signals (if p = 1 then w(n) = u(n), which
is unfiltered).

As described in [19], for sufficiently slow frequency adap-
tion the FLL can be modeled by its expected evolution

ω̄′h(n+ 1) = ω̄′h(n)− γK · Im
{
E

[
v(n)w∗(n)

|v(n)|2

]}
, (17)

where the bar notation replaces the expectation operator. To
avoid numerical saturation the expectation on the right hand
side of (17) must be restricted to

E

[
v(n)w∗(n)

|v(n)|2

]
subject to |v(n)|2 6= 0. (18)

w(n)
(·)∗ Im{·}

−γK
1
z−1

ω′h(n)

v(n)
1
| · |2

Normalized FLL

(a) Normalized frequency locked-loop (FLL).

u(n) u v u v
w(n)

u v
v(n)

ω′h(n) ω′h ω′h ω′h

1st CBF (p− 1)th CBF pth CBF

(b) pth-order discrete CBF comprised of first-order sections given by Q(z) with
bandwidth ωbp.

Fig. 7: Connection diagram for achieving frequency-adaption
in a pth-order discrete CBF comprised of p first-order sections.

A bivariate Taylor expansion of (18) at the point
(E[v(n)u∗(n)], E[|v(n)|2]) gives

E

[
v(n)w∗(n)

|v(n)|2

]
=
E[v(n)w∗(n)]

E[|v(n)|2]
+ HOTs, (19)

with the higher-order terms (HOTs) noted in [31]. The sub-
sequent analysis proceeds without the HOTs, amounting to a
first-order approximation of (18).

Let the input signal u(n) = uα(n) + juβ(n) be a complex
exponential of amplitude V , frequency ωh and phase θ,
immersed in zero-mean complex circular white noise b(n)
with variance σ2 [19] such that

u(n) = V ej(ωhn+θ) + b(n). (20)

The power spectral density of u(n) is then

Suu(ω) = 2πV 2δ(ω − ωh) + σ2, (21)

where δ(ω − ωh) is the Kronecker-delta function centered at
ω = ωh. E[v(n)w∗(n)] is a cross-covariance with zero lag and
relates to the input power spectral density through an inverse
Fourier transform of the output power spectral density [32]:

E[v(n)w∗(n)] =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Svw(ω)dω

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Qp(ejω)Q(p−1)∗(ejω)Suu(ω)dω

= V 2 |Q
p(ejωh)|2

Q∗(ejωh)
+
σ2

2π

∫ π

−π

|Qp(ejω)|2

Q∗(ejω)
dω

(22)
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Similarly, E[|v(n)|2] is an auto-covariance and relates to the
input power spectral density as

E[|v(n)|2] =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Svv(ω)dω

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Qp(ejω)Qp∗(ejω)Suu(ω)dω

= V 2|Qp(ejωh)|2 +
σ2

2π

∫ π

−π
|Qp(ejω)|2dω.

(23)

According to (23), normalization allows the noise variance to
enter the FLL dynamics as the integrand is a positive-valued
function for −π ≤ ω ≤ π. However, provided the signal-to-
noise ratio is high, σ2/(2V 2) ≈ 0 such that

E[v(n)w∗(n)]

E[|v(n)|2]
= 1/Q∗(ejωh) =

1− e−ωbpTse−j(ω̄
′
h−ωh)

1− e−ωbpTs
,

(24)
where ωbp =

√
2
p−1

ωb as noted in (14). The imaginary part
of (24) is then

Im
{E[v(n)w∗(n)]

E[|v(n)|2]

}
=

e−ωbpTs

(1− e−ωbpTs)
sin(ω̄′h − ωh).

(25)
Applying the approximation of (25) to (17) and letting
sin(ω̄′h − ωh) ≈ ω̄′h − ωh gives

ω̄′h(n+ 1) ≈ ω̄′h(n)− γK · e−ωbpTs

1− e−ωbpTs
(ω̄′h − ωh), (26)

suggesting a normalization constant of

K =
1− e−ωbpTs

e−ωbpTs
. (27)

The normalization constant K is dependent on the discrete
form of the CBF. Other forms will require a different scaling to
achieve a normalized FLL, but can be derived using the same
approach. Substituting (27) into (26) and assuming ωh(n) is
slowly time-varying gives the following approximated first-
order difference equation

ω̄′h(n+ 1) ≈ (1− γ)ω̄′h(n) + γωh(n). (28)

In continuous time γ is scaled to γTs. Accordingly, the Final
Value Theorem ensures that, for a step change in ωh(n),
ω′h(n) converges monotonically to ωh(n) with an approximate
settling time of τγ = 5/γ, if 0 < γTs < 1. The minimum
settling time for stable FLL operation is then approximately
τγ,min = 5Ts. In comparison, the corresponding unnormalized
FLL has a minimum settling time of τγ,min/K, which is at
least ten times larger than for the corresponding normalized
FLL, in most practical applications. Note that convergence of
ω′h(n) to ωh(n) is achieved regardless of the polarity of ωh(n),
as required for complex signal processing.

In practice the lower limit in the settling time, τγ,min =
5Ts, should be increased due to the approximations made in
the modeling process and due to the presence of harmonics
and unknown noise sources. The analysis of the frequency
adaption can be extended to include multiple sinusoidal inputs
as covered in [30].

Harmonic Order Value [pu]
1 1

-5,7,-11,13,-29,31 0.033

TABLE II: Input u(n) for testing the performance of the
discrete CBFs.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance improvement of higher-order CBF-FLLs
over their first-order counterpart was tested in the form of two
industrial applications, voltage synchronization during a grid
fault and unknown frequency extraction from a power system
signal.

The following results were implemented on a National
Instruments cRIO 40MHz FPGA in floating-point. The CBF-
FLL algorithms were executed on a fixed Ts = 200µs timed
loop, replicating a typical sampling period for a high-power
converter. A signal generator was used to create the three-
phase input signal and connected to the input card of the
FPGA. The input and output signals of the CBF-FLLs were
sampled at 50kHz for plotting. The fundamental frequency
used for the experiments was ω1 = 2π · 50 rad/s.

A. Performance of the pth-order Discrete CBF
First-, second- and third-order discrete CBFs, Q(z), Q2(z)

and Q3(z) respectively, and the approximated continuous
CBF Q3rd(z) were tested for the input signal with harmon-
ics described in Table II. A time-domain plot of the input
signal is given in Fig. 8a. The outputs of the CBFs were
recorded for center frequencies set to ω′h = ω1, ω′h = 13ω1

and ω′h = −29ω1 respectively. Note that 29ω1 = 0.29ωs,
represented a significant proportion of the sampling frequency.
The settling time of the CBFs was set to τb = 5/ωb = 50ms.

For brevity only the magnitude of the CBF outputs are
given, as shown in Fig. 8b. The response for |v1(n)| high-
lights that all CBFs have the same approximate settling
time, verifying the bandwidth normalization given in (14).
The approximated continuous filter Q3rd(z) has precisely the
same response as the first-order discrete CBF Q(z), which
is expected as Q3rd(z) is stable for that center frequency.
However, the response for |v13(n)| highlights that Q3rd(z)
immediately diverges due to its unstable pole at that center
frequency. A stark difference in the distortion of the responses
for Q(z) and Q2(z) is also evident, verifying that the second-
order CBF provides significantly improved stopband attenu-
ation over the first-order CBF. Q3(z) further improved the
stopband attenuation over Q2(z). Finally, Q(z), Q2(z) and
Q3(z) successfully extracted the −29th harmonic, as shown
in |v−29(n)|, highlighting their stability when centered at high
frequencies relative to the sampling frequency.

B. Voltage Synchronization During a Fault
The application of the pth-order discrete CBF-FLL in

voltage synchronization during a fault was tested. Faults can
significantly reduce the fundamental positive sequence voltage,
introduce a fundamental negative sequence voltage and result
in spurious and unknown harmonic distortion due to saturated
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(a) Input signal u(n) in terms of real and imaginary parts.

(b) Magnitude of individual CBF outputs for Q3rd(z) ( ), Q(z)
( ), Q2(z) ( ) and Q3(z) ( ). The actual value is given by
( ).

Fig. 8: Testing the performance of the discrete CBFs against
the continuous approximation.

transformers. The performance of voltage synchronization
during these modes is particularly important in wind turbines
where prescribed amounts of active and reactive power must
be injected during the fault-ride through window [22]. The
fundamental positive and negative sequence voltage should be
extracted with minimal distortion to achieve high-performance
reference current calculation [33].

Figure 9 shows a CBF-FLL and a CBF connected by a
harmonic decoupling network (HDN) [2],[12]. The CBF-FLL
estimates the fundamental frequency ω′1(n). The second CBF
is tuned to the negative sequence frequency −ω′1(n). The HDN
subtracts the output of the CBFs from the inputs of the adjacent
CBFs, reducing distortion at the CBF outputs. With first-
order CBFs such a network is effectively the stationary-frame
equivalent of the decoupled double synchronous reference
frame PLL [17]. Accordingly, using second-order CBFs is of
interest due to the improved stopband attenuation of unknown

e−jω
′
1Ts

v−1(n− 1) ω′ v
v1(n)

u(n)
u w

ω′ w

v

ejω
′
1Ts

v1(n− 1)

−1

ω′ v
v−1(n)

u w

FLL

CBF for ω1

CBF for −ω1Harmonic
Decoupling Network

Fig. 9: Two CBFs connected with a HDN for extracting the
fundamental positive and negative sequence components.

distortion. Note that the HDN requires the delayed CBF
outputs to maintain causality. Accordingly, Q(z) is a desirable
choice for the CBF as the delayed and phase advanced
outputs, exp(jω′1Ts)v1(n− 1) and exp(−jω′1Ts)v−1(n− 1),
are inherently available.

The input signal has harmonic content as described in Table
III and is shown in Fig. 10a with the emulated fault occurring
at t = 0.05s. After the fault occurs the fundamental frequency
steps from 50Hz to 45Hz, emulating a large loss of generation
and impressing a step change on the FLL. The settling time
of the CBFs were set to τb = 5/ωb = 50ms and for the FLLs
τγ = 5/γ = 100ms.

Harmonic Order Value [pu]
1 0.2 (1pu pre-fault)
-1 0.2

-4,4,-5,7,-11,13 0.2

TABLE III: Input u(n) for emulating a fault condition.

Figure 10b shows that the discrete CBFs respond to the
step change in the input signal with the designated settling
time. Not surprisingly, the second- and third-order discrete
CBFs have significantly improved stopband attenuation over
the first-order discrete CBF. The FLL settling time matches the
designated value. The second- and third-order CBF-FLLs are
better at filtering the distortion in the frequency estimation as
both inputs to the FLL, v1(n) and w1(n), are bandpass filtered.
A closer view of the CBF outputs and the frequency estimation
is given in Fig. 11. The improvement in the performance of the
second-order CBF-FLL over the first-order CBF-FLL is most
notable, extracting the fundamental voltages and frequency
with little distortion. These signals can then be passed forward
to resonant filters used to regulate current or voltages.

C. Unknown Frequency Extraction

The pth-order discrete CBF-FLL was tested in the applica-
tion of extracting an unknown frequency component from a
power system signal. Cascaded adaptive filters can be used to
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(a) Input signal u(n) in terms of real and imaginary parts.

(b) CBF-FLL output magnitude and frequency signals during the
emulated fault for Q(z) ( ), Q2(z) ( ) and Q3(z) ( ). The
actual value is ( ).

Fig. 10: Testing of the CBF-FLL when used for voltage
synchronization. A fault occurs at t = 0.05s, causing an
unbalanced and distorted input signal.

obtain information about the frequency components with the
largest magnitude, but potentially unknown frequency [30].
An advantage of cascaded filter structures over parallel filter
structures (such as a HDN) is that deterministic knowledge of
the frequency components within the input signal is not strictly
required. This is useful for detecting the frequencies of time-
varying resonances, and has application in active dampers [21]
and in impedance-based active filtering [15],[16]. Moreover,
data-driven mechanisms can make use the estimated magni-
tudes and frequencies for generating trends and diagnostics
regarding harmonics and inter-harmonics as well as facilitating
parameter adaption [34] for improving converter performance.

Figure 12 shows two cascaded CBF-FLLs for extracting two
frequency components from the input signal. The notch filter
at the first output separates the frequency component with the
largest magnitude at that section (regardless of the polarity
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v
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)
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f
′ 1
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Fig. 11: Close-up of the CBF-FLL signals after the emulated
fault has occurred for Q(z) ( ), Q2(z) ( ) and Q3(z)
( ).

u(n)
u(n) v(n) u(n) v(n)

ω′(n)
ω′1(n)

ω′(n)
ω′h(n)

v1(n) vh(n)
CBF

+FLL
CBF

+FLL

Fig. 12: Two cascaded CBF-FLLs for extracting unknown
frequency components with the largest magnitude.

of the frequency). The subsequent CBF-FLL is then forced
to seek the remaining frequency components in the signal.
The magnitude of the unknown frequency components can
differ significantly from the fundamental component. There-
fore, normalization is advantageous in ensuring the frequency
estimation at each CBF-FLL stage has a defined settling time.

One issue with cascaded filters is that a high filter bandwidth
ωb can allow neighboring frequency components to bias the
equilibrium point of a filter section, resulting in incorrect con-
vergence [30]. This issue is managed by reducing the settling
time of each CBF in the cascade, i.e. τb,1 < τb,2 < τb,3 < . . .
where τb,i is the settling time for the ith CBF in the cascade
of CBF-FLLs.

The input signal used in this experiment is shown in Fig.
13a and contained the harmonic content listed in Table III.
The settling time of the first and second CBFs in the cascade
were τb,1 = 20ms and τb,2 = 30ms respectively. Similarly,
the settling time of the first and second FLLs in the cascade
were τγ,1 = 40ms and τγ,2 = 60ms respectively. Figures
13b and 13c show the magnitude of the CBF outputs and
the frequency estimations respectively. Both the first- and
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Harmonic Order Value [pu]
1 1

-5, 7 0.05
-11,13 0.01

-12.5 → -8.125 0.15 → 0.075 (after t = 0.5s)

TABLE IV: Input u(n) for unknown frequency extraction.

Scheme Q3rd(z) Q(z) Q2(z) Q3(z)

Single CBF (4th-Order) 1.050µs 1.100µs 1.375µs 1.650µs

CBF-FLL - 2.000µs 2.275µs 2.550µs
CBF-FLL plus
CBF (Fig. 9) - 3.100µs 3.650µs 4.200µs

Two Cascaded
CBF-FLLs (Fig. 12) - 4.000µs 4.550µs -

TABLE V: Computational burden for the CBF-FLL schemes.

second-order CBF-FLLs converge at approximately the same
rate to the actual values. The main benefit of the second-
order CBF-FLL is the reduced distortion compared to the
first-order CBF-FLL. At t = 0.5s the resonance changed
frequency from −625Hz to −406.25Hz. The CBF-FLLs are
quickly able to track this frequency change, even bypassing
the −11th harmonic which has appreciable magnitude. This
is advantageous as the time-varying resonance frequency can
be tracked as the power system changes state. Finally, Fig.
14 shows a close-up of the frequency estimations after the
resonance has changed frequency. The second-order CBF-FLL
has removed the distortion in the frequency estimation by over
50%, allowing an accurate signal to be passed forward for
subsequent current or voltage controllers.

D. Computational Burden

The computational burden for the FPGA implementation
of the CBFs and FLL is given in Table V. A fourth-order
approximation of the cosine and sine functions was used to
give a fair comparison between Q3rd(z) and Q(z), Q2(z)
and Q3(z). Although Q3rd(z) and Q(z) have essentially the
same computational burden, Q(z) is preferred as it does not
suffer stability issues when the center frequency is increased.
Higher-order order approximations of the trig functions can be
used when filtering high frequencies relative to the sampling
frequencies, costing a marginal increase in computational
burden.

The second-order CBF Q2(z) has a 25% higher compu-
tational burden than Q(z). When combined with an FLL,
however, the relative increase in computational burden of the
second-order CBF-FLL over the first-order CBF-FLL is only
13.75%. This is because the FLL is the same regardless of
the order of the CBF. Furthermore, based on Figs. 8b, 11
and 14 the second-order CBF-FLL significantly improved both
filtering and frequency estimation compared to the first-order
CBF-FLL. Accordingly, the second-order CBF-FLL offers a
good compromise between performance and computational
burden, and is recommended for use in high-performance
converter applications.
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(a) Input signal u(n) expressed in terms of real and imaginary parts,
before and after the resonance changes frequency.
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(b) Magnitude of the two cascaded CBF-FLL outputs for Q(z) ( )
and Q2(z) ( ). The actual value is ( ).
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(c) Frequency of the two cascaded CBF-FLLs for Q(z) ( ) and
Q2(z) ( ). The actual value is ( ).

Fig. 13: Testing of cascaded CBF-FLLs for extracting an
unknown frequency component.

V. CONCLUSION

The first-order discrete CBF has been proposed as a building
block for complex signal processing units as required in three-
phase converter applications. The first-order discrete CBF was
extended to a pth-order discrete CBF. A normalized FLL was
developed for the pth-order discrete CBF with a frequency
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Fig. 14: Close-up of the CBF-FLL frequency estimations after
the resonance has changed frequency for Q(z) ( ) and
Q2(z) ( ).

adaption rate that was invariant to the input signal magnitude
and discrete CBF form. Two industrial applications, voltage
synchronization during a grid fault and unknown frequency
extraction from a power system signal, implemented on an
FPGA, were used to verify the pth-order discrete CBF-FLLs.
The second-order discrete CBF-FLL offered a good compro-
mise between performance and computational burden, motivat-
ing its use in high-performance converter applications such as
voltage synchronization, reference current calculation, active
filtering/damping, active damping and data-driven adaption.
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